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A Transient Formulation of
Newton’s Cooling Law for
Spherical Bodies
Newton’s law of cooling is shown to underestimate the heat flux between a spherica
(droplet) and a homogeneous gas after this body is suddenly immersed into the gas
problem is rectified by replacing the gas thermal conductivity by the effective the
conductivity. The latter reduces to the gas thermal conductivity in the limit of t→`, but
can be substantially higher in the limit of t→0. In the case of fuel droplet heating in
medium duty truck Diesel engine the gas thermal conductivity may need to be incr
by more than 100 percent at the initial stage of calculations to account for trans
effects during the process of droplet heating.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1337650#
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1 Introduction
Newton’s law of cooling gives the expression for convecti

heat flux leaving a solid surface in the form~@1#!:

q̇5h~Ts2Tg0!, (1)

whereh is the convective heat transfer coefficient,Ts is the tem-
perature of the surface of the body,Tg0 is gas temperature a
sufficiently large distances from the body. Although the expr
sion ~1! is traditionally called the cooling law, it can be equal
applied to the problem of heating of the body.

The value ofh can be estimated as~@1#!: h5Nuk/L, where Nu
is the Nusselt number,k is the gas thermal conductivity,L is the
characteristic size. This expression can be considerably simpl
in the case of spherical bodies~e.g., droplets, particles!, assuming
that both Reynolds and Prandtl numbers are small. In this cas
can assume that Nu52 and simplify the expression forh to

h5k/r s , (2)

wherer s5L/2 is the radius of the sphere.
Strictly speaking, this form of the expression forh is valid in

stationary cases only. However, it has been widely used for m
eling not only stationary but also transient processes, including
combustion of fuel droplets~e.g.,@2–6#!. This assumption allows
the analysis to be considerably simplified, but its applicability h
never been rigorously justified to the best of our knowledge.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the transient h
transfer between a spherical body and surrounding gas in ord
clarify the range of applicability of Eqs.~1! and ~2!. The aim of
this paper is to generalize these equations so that they ca
applied to both stationary and transient processes. The effec
evaporation and combustion will be ignored. This enables the
sults to be applied to a heat-up period of fuel droplets—a prob
complementary to the unsteady effects in droplet evaporation
combustion discussed by Crespo and Lin˜an @7#.

Basic equations will be derived and discussed in Section 2
Section 3 our results will be applied to the modeling of a typi
problem of heating fuel droplets in a Diesel engine. The m
conclusions of the paper are summarized in Section 4.
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2 Basic Equations
Let us assume that a sphere of radiusr s and temperatureTs is

immersed into an infinite homogeneous gas at temperatureTg0.
The temperature of sphere remains constant, but the chang
gas temperature are described by the heat conduction equati
the form ~@8#!:

]T

]t
5kS ]2T

]r 2 1
2

r

]T

]r D , (3)

wherek5k/(cpgrg), cpg is the gas specific heat capacity,rg is
the gas density,r is the distance from the center of the sphere,t is
time, T(r s)5Ts .

The assumptionTs5const made to simplify the mathematic
formulation of the problem has a number important physical i
plications. For example, in the case of fuel droplets, their hea
by heat transfer from the hot gas can be compensated by
cooling through evaporation~cf. @9,10#!.

Equation~3! can be reformulated in terms of new variables

V5rT2r sTs R5r 2r s

and written as

]V

]t
5k

]2V

]R2 . (4)

The boundary and initial conditions for this equation are p
sented as

V~0,t !50 V~R,0!5 f ~R!, (5)

where

f ~R!5H RTg01r s~Tg02Ts! when R.0

0 when R50.

The solution of Eq.~4! subject to conditions~5! can be written
as ~@11#!:

V~R,t !5
1

2Apkt
E

0

`

f ~j!H expF2
~R2j!2

4kt G
2expF2

~R1j!2

4kt G J dj. (6)

Having substituted the explicit expression forf (j) into ~6! and
returning to variablesT and r we obtain:
3,
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T5Tg01
r s

r
~Ts2Tg0!F12erfS r 2r s

2Akt
D G , (7)

where

erf~x!5
2

Ap
E

0

x

exp~2t2!dt.

In the limit r 5r s Eq. ~7! gives T5Ts . In the limit t→0, but
rÞr s , this equation givesT5Tg0 in agreement with conditions
~5!.

Equation ~7! gives the radius of the effective cooling zon
around the cold body~droplet! in a hot gas as a function of time
If, for example, we assume that time is large and define the c
ing zone as the one whereT50.8Tg0 then the radius of this zone
(r cz) can be obtained as

r cz55r s~Tg02Ts!/Tg0 .

If Tg0'3Ts ~realistic situation in Diesel engines: see@12#! then
r cz'10r s . This condition needs to be accounted for in compu
modeling of heat exchange between droplets and gas in ord
avoid grid dependence when coupling Lagrangian droplet track
with the Eulerian gas phase in CFD calculations. It is usua
satisfied in realistic Diesel spray calculations where the drop s
are of the order of 10mm and the grid sizes are of the order of 25
mm, although this effect can be important in the case of lar
droplets.

Based on~7! the heat flux from the surface of the spherer
5r s) can be estimated as:

q̇52k
]T

]r
5

k~Ts2Tg0!

r s
S 11

r s

Apkt
D . (8)

Comparing Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~8!, it can be seen that the New
ton’s law of cooling can be used to describe the transient pro
discussed above, if the gas thermal conductivityk is replaced by
the ‘‘effective’’ thermal conductivitykeff defined as

keff5k~11z!, (9)

where

z5r sAcpgrg

pkt
. (10)

In the limit t→`, keff→k as expected. On the other hand,keff
can be infinitely large whent→0.

The average value ofkeff over the period fromt5t0 to t5t0
1Dt can be estimated as

keff5k~11 z̄ !, (11)

where

z̄5
1

DtEt0

t01Dt

zdt5
2

Dt
r sAcpgrg

pk
~At01Dt2At0!. (12)

In the case whent050 Eq. ~12! is simplified to
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z̄52r sAcpgrg

pkDt
. (13)

On the other hand whenDt!t0 Eq. ~12! is simplified to

z̄5r sAcpgrg

pkt0
. (14)

3 Discussion
Equation ~9! is applied to a typical situation of gas coolin

around a fuel droplet in a medium truck Diesel engine wh
droplets are injected at room temperature into air atTg05880 K
and pressure 60 bar. Under these conditionsrg523.8 kg/m3, k
50.061 W/m•K, cpg51120 J/kg•K. For a typical timestep used in
CFD calculations (Dt51025 s! we obtain from Eq.~13! that at
the start of calculationsz̄'1.4. This means that the thermal co
ductivity of gas used for the estimate of the rate of the init
droplet heating can be significantly higher~more than 100 per-
cent! than commonly believed. This time scale is much less tha
typical droplet evaporation time (1023 s!. Moreover, the change
of droplet temperature overDt51025 s can be safely ignored
Hence the assumptions of our model regarding the absenc
evaporation and the condition thatTs5const are satisfied in this
particular case.

4 Conclusions
It is pointed out that the Newton’s law of cooling can be a

plied to the problem of transient cooling or heating of a spheri
body ~droplet! in a homogeneous gas if one replaces gas ther
conductivity by the effective thermal conductivity. The latter r
duces to the gas thermal conductivity in the limit oft→`, but can
be substantially larger than the gas thermal conductivity in
limit of t→0. In the case of fuel droplet heating in a medium du
truck Diesel engine gas thermal conductivity may need to be
creased by more than 100 percent for the initial stages of ca
lations to account for transient effects during the process of h
ing of these droplets.
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